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1. Welcome to the course
Welcome to the School of Art, Design and Fashion
This handbook has been designed to provide students with information about the programs,
policies, procedures, expectations and opportunities within the School. In the School you’ll
have the benefits of a close-knit photography program within the environment of a major
comprehensive University. We want you to be part of our highly successful and innovative
photography programme.
There is much to be learned in this dynamic B.A. program that offers a balanced approach to
the study of Photography. Not only the range of modules achieves the balance, but also by
the combined excellence of guidance and production that has become the trademark of the
School. We hope this is the start of an exciting time for you where your ideas and skills grow
way beyond what you expected. Photography students are most likely to succeed when they
understand completely the theoretical, historical, and practical elements of the subject.
Within the School students who approach the course with curiosity, openness and a sense
of adventure, end up producing outstanding work that makes for great exhibitions and
portfolios – vital for the challenge of what is required in the professional world outside.
Enjoy the experience. Enjoy the University of Central Lancashire.
Division Leader, Media Practice (Photography) John van Aitken
School of Art, Design and Fashion
Welcome to the Photography Area
The next three years are going to be some of the most exciting and challenging years of
your life. The photography course here at UCLan is designed to help you find your feet and
to explore many of the possible avenues that photography takes in the contemporary world.
It aims to help you not only to understand the depth and breadth of the discipline but also to
discover where your passion for it fits in to the professionally. The course has a dynamic
range of contemporary practitioners to aid you in this and some of the best facilities in the
country to help you develop, refine and perfect your skills and ideas. We hope that you will
give the course your dedicated enthusiasm. By working together we aim to excite your
passion for visual communication and technical problem solving. We believe that by making
full use of what we have to offer here you, like others before you can, use this as your
stepping stone to exciting prospects in the Creative Industries.
Course Leader Jonathan Purcell, Photography

1.1 Rationale, aims and learning outcomes of the course
For students undertaking full time or part time study this programme will lead to the award of
BA Photography (360 credits). The course structure also allows for exit awards (HE Dip 240 credits / HE Cert – 120 credits) at various stages of the programme. The B.A.
programme has evolved out of the Media Practice area, as a response to the many changes
both in education and in the photographic industry over the last ten years. The programme
will offer you an in-depth, creative, socially engaged and vocationally oriented graduate level
education in the practice of photography. The aim is for you to develop key skills and
personal resources and build transferable skills, which either directly or indirectly, will help
you to find employment.
As a photographer you will need to develop a range of skills to be successful in your field:
You will need to be able to creatively apply a variety of skills to produce challenging
photographic work; You will need to be able to understand and analyse underlying concepts
of the area you intend on working in; You will need to be able to meet the expectation of the
clients and contexts you will be producing work for. To meet these needs the course is
delivered through a variety of methods. Critically based lectures and seminars will give you a

sound grounding in current thinking about photography and its impacts on the work of
contemporary practitioners. Intensive workshops will enable you to attain relevant
professional level skills and undertake visual problem solving. Developing your
understanding of industry expectations, skill levels and professional behaviour will further
underpin the course. Opportunities for work placements and client-based briefs allow you to
acquire relevant professional skills and experience.

Photograph by Chris Teagles (2014)

Programme Aims
To develop the students ability to produce innovative work of high quality with an awareness
of professional level requirements and expectations
To provide a course that combines an arts based approach with the development in practical
work of critical, technical and transferable skills that will be of great benefit to graduates
seeking work in photography and related industries
To provide a flexible course that will enable students to initially acquire experience of
studying photography in a range of contexts, to help identify their particular strengths and
interests, and to offer, at higher levels, the opportunity to develop one area in sufficient depth
to provide a sound grounding for professional and/or postgraduate work
To further provide a sound grounding in social and critical issues around photography which
will both underpin post-university work and equip those wishing to continue postgraduate
study
To develop transferable skills of self-evaluation, independent research and project
management and development

Photograph by Adam Murray (2014)

1.3 Course Team
Below is your programme team. If you have any questions relating to your programme of
studies, please use the contact information provided. If you wish to speak to any of the
programme team please contact them first to make an appointment, please do not turn up to
the staff office without an appointment.
Room
No
ME330

Telephone No
(01772 89****)
Ext. 4797

Course Leader & Senior
Lecturer, BA (Hons)
Photography
Senior Photography
Lecturer
Senior Photography
Lecturer
Photography Lecturer
Photography Lecturer
MA Course Leader
Photography Lecturer
Photography Lecturer
Senior Photography
Technician
Photography Lecturer

ME330

Ext. 3057

ME330

ext. 3045

GBratchford@uclan.ac.uk

ME330

Ext. 5699

DDennison@uclan.ac.uk

ME330
ME330

Ext. 5994
Ext. 4738

AMead1@uclan.ac.uk
BMorrison2@uclan.ac.uk

ME330
ME330
VB337

Ext. 3057
Ext. 5043
Ext. 4969

JPurcell@uclan.ac.uk
MReeves2@uclan.ac.uk
DHSchofield@uclan.ac.uk

ME330

Ext. 5994

DTierney1@uclan.ac.uk

Photography Technician

VB114

EXT. 4311

JGarrett@uclan.ac.uk

Name

Responsibility

John Van
Aitken

Divisional Leader

Jon Purcell

Gary
Bratchford
David
Dennison
Adam Mead
Brian
Morrison
Jon Purcell
Mark Reeves
David
Schofield
Daniel
Tierney
Jo Garrett

Email
jaitken@uclan.ac.uk

1.3 Expertise of staff
The Photography team is made up of staff with a wide spectrum of experiences of the
photographic industry such as Fashion, Documentary, Architectural, Editorial, Fine Art,
Critical Theory and the History of Photography. Here is a brief overview of our current staff
profiles.
John van Aitken has worked in the Photography Area at UCLan since 1999. His background
is in freelance and in exhibition based work. Since 2001 he has centred his practice primarily
in urban-based photography. Currently he is working on long-term projects in the former
Eastern Europe centring on utopian expressions of urbanism and in Salford, Greater
Manchester, examining the effects of gentrification on local communities and public space.
He works collaboratively with his partner Jane Brake (MMU). Their work is included in the
book The Politics of Space and Place (Cambridge Scholars 2012).

Dr Gary Bratchford is a Senior Lecturer in Photography. A writer, practitioner and theorist,
Gary's work is situated at the various intersections between Visual Culture, Politics and Space.
Gary has undertaken longitudinal research, supported by the Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool (20162020) and published writing on a range of subjects including drone culture and surveillance,
nonviolent protest in Israel/Palestine, The Grenfell Tower disaster and the relationship between
socially engaged photography and health. Gary sits on a number of International boards,
committees and steering groups. Qualified as a teacher in 2010, Gary also has a BA in Film &
Media, MA in War, History & Culture and a PhD in Visual Culture from Manchester Metropolitan
University

David Dennison has worked as a photography lecturer at UCLAN since 2010; before then he
was programme leader for the photography degrees at another institution in the region. His
research interests are divided between Photography and Pedagogy – his most recent
photographic work is based on oral histories and family holidays, and his interests in
pedagogy include the transition issues encountered by first year HE students and the means
by which we create an inclusive curriculum. He is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy
and has presented research papers at a number of national and international education
conferences.
Adam Mead graduated from the Manchester School of Art in 2010 with a degree in
Photography. After entering the industry, he assisted photographers from all over the UK,
working on varied shoots for clients such as Nike, Manchester City, Vivienne Westwood and
many others. Alongside assisting international artists in their technical output, he is also a
practicing visual artist and has exhibited in London and the Northwest. Working with both the
BA and MA cohorts, he delivers the practical elements of the course. These small group
sessions range from inductions into state of the art equipment, through to the application of
skills required to achieve the realisation of your practice
Adammead.net

Jon Purcell has worked in the Photography Area at UCLan since 2010, having worked as a
freelance photographer as well as working he has participated in a number of awards and

commissions and exhibitions including the Northwest Open at Open Eye Gallery Liverpool,
the ‘Setting up Scheme’ led by the Arts Council of England, Bury Arts Gallery’s Centenary,
Axial Dance in Wieblingen. Work Town for Lowry Art Gallery reworking the methodology of
Humphrey Spender’s Mass Observation in collaboration with residents in Salford.
Jon qualifications include: MA Photography (Nottingham Trent University) and Cert Ed.
Higher/Adult Education (Manchester Met University).
Research interests include looking at the nature of portraiture and the photographer’s role.
Current practice explores the ‘Psychology of Human Display’ the role and interaction
between the photographer and the photographed, where social and personal dynamics
interplay when one confronts, and is confronted with the camera. Further practice-based
research is documentary photography and the ‘everyday’.
http://www.jonathanpurcell.eu

Mark Reeves specialises in high-end digital photography, working on client led briefs for a
variety of projects within the design industry, he works as a freelance photographer. As a
lecturer Mark works developing professional standards and skills with the students,
attempting to bridge the gap between industry and education. Marks research interests are
mostly centered around the built environment, exploring architectural spaces and human
impact on the landscape.
http://www.markitecture.co.uk

Daniel Tierney has over the past ten years developed a multi-disciplinary practice across
photography and the visual arts. His photographic portfolio includes fashion, narrative, and
still life. Daniel's recent exhibition Art.Work explored the mediating role played by the work of
art, elaborating on the interplay between image and narrative, subject and object, artist and
beholder. In the past he established a successful design agency outputting a range of work
from photography to graphics to digital publishing. He works across a range of media and
formats incorporating film, digital and video.

www.danieltierney.co.uk

Jo Garrett has worked as a photography technician at UCLAN since 2016.
Specialising in the darkroom and studio areas for the MA, BA and foundation
photography courses. Previously to this she taught photography and media in both
FE and HE sectors and currently lecturers part time at a partnership college.
Her research interests include experimental and historical darkroom techniques,
interweave analogue and digital photographic technology, equipment and materials.
She works in conjunction with Lancashire Archive and Art Lab Contemporary
Printmaking Studios.
Over a number of years she has organised, displayed and participated in several
regional and national photography exhibitions and projects

1.4 Academic Advisor
You will be assigned an Academic Advisor who will provide additional academic advice and
support during the year. They will be the first point of call for many of the questions that you
might have during the year. Your Academic Advisor will be able to help you with personal
development, providing insight and direction to enable you to realise your potential.

1.5 Administration details
Course Administration Services provides academic administration support for students and
staff and are located in the following hubs which open from 8.45am until 5.15pm Monday to
Thursday and until 4.00pm on Fridays. The hub can provide general assistance and advice
regarding specific processes such as extenuating circumstances, extensions and appeals.
Allen Building
Medicine
Dentistry
telephone: 01772 895566
email: AllenHub@uclan.ac.uk
Harris Building
Lancashire Law School
Humanities and the Social Sciences
Centre for Excellence in Learning and
Teaching
telephone: 01772 891996/891997
email: HarrisHub@uclan.ac.uk
Foster Building
Forensic and Applied Sciences
Pharmacy and Biomedical Sciences
Psychology
Physical Sciences
telephone: 01772 891990/891991
email: FosterHub@uclan.ac.uk

Computing and Technology Building
Art, Design and Fashion
Computing
Journalism, Media and Performance
Engineering
telephone: 01772 891994/891995
email: CandTHub@uclan.ac.uk
Greenbank Building
Sport and Wellbeing
Lancashire School of Business
Enterprise
telephone: 01772 891992/891993
email: GreenbankHub@uclan.ac.uk

&

Brook Building
Community, Health and Midwifery
Nursing
Health Sciences
Social Work, Care and Community
telephone: 01772 891992/891993
email: BrookHub@uclan.ac.uk

1.6 Communication
The University expects you to use your UCLan email address and check regularly for
messages from staff. If you send us email messages from other addresses they risk being
filtered out as potential spam and discarded unread.
Staff will communicate to you through your UCLan e-mail address or post learning materials
on Blackboard. The University expects you to use your UCLan e-mail address and check
regularly for messages from staff. If you send e-mail messages from other addresses they
risk being filtered out as potential spam and discarded unread. Using the correct e-mail is
your responsibility. The staff try to reply promptly to all student e-mails but please allow up to
a week for a reply during periods where their workload is high. Please make sure to check
the relevant Blackboard page for module briefs and details. Each staff member also has set
office hours to see students in addition to other tutorial slots. These are posted outside the
Media Factory office ME330. Please e-mail staff to make all appointments.

Photograph by Ian Sharpe (2013)

1.7 External Examiner
The University has appointed Sarah McAdam of Plymouth University as the External
Examiner to your course. They help to ensure that the standards of your course are
comparable to those provided at other higher education institutions in the UK. If you wish to
make contact with your External Examiner, you should do this through your Course Leader
and not directly.
The external examiner reports can be found on Blackboard.

Photograph Mark Reeves (2014)

2. Structure of the course
2.1 Overall structures
Full Time Route - The full time route enables you to undertake your B.A. programme in three
years. Students need to complete a total of 360 credits to achieve the award.

Part Time Route - The part time route allows students to spread their undergraduate studies
over five years. In this pathway students usually take two modules a semester. Students
must therefore complete 80 credits a year.

There is also a foundation entry route and details of this can be found in the appendix.

2.2 Modules available
BA Photography
Modules
PH1000

Introduction to Photography

20 credits

PH1001
PH1003

Photography & Narrative
Photography & the Everyday

20 credits
20 credits

PH1010
PH1020
PH1200
PH2004
PH2006
PH2007
PH3010
PH3011
PH3012
PH3013
PH3991
PH3993

The Photographic Image
Experimental Practice
Visualising Ideas
Open Practice
Critical Theory
Critical Practices
Portfolio Development
Professional Development
Independent Practice
Final Project
Dissertation
Extended Research Project

20 credits
20 credits
20 credits
80 credits
20 credits
20 credits
20 credits
20 credits
20 credits
20 credits
40 credits
40 credits

Each module is a self-contained block of learning with defined aims, learning outcomes and
assessment. A standard module is worth 20 credits. It equates to the learning activity
expected from one sixth of a full-time undergraduate year.

2.4 Module Registration Options
Discussions about your progression through the course normally take place in April each
year. It is an opportunity for you to make plans for your study over the next academic year.
The course team will tell you about the content of various modules and the combinations
available. You will both agree on the most appropriate course of study for you. You can also
contact the Course Leader to discuss your options at any time if you feel you want to adjust
your path of study.

2.5 Study Time
2.5.1 Weekly timetable
A timetable will be available once you have enrolled on the programme, through the student
portal.

2.5.2 Expected hours of study
Full time students will undertake three modules per semester while part-time students
usually take two modules. The normal amount of work involved in achieving a successful
outcome to your studies is to study for 16 hours a week per each module – this includes
attendance at UCLan and time spent in private study. Each single module will require 200
learning hours overall to be dedicated to it to reach the required standard.

2.5.3 Attendance Requirements
You are required to attend all timetabled learning activities for each module unless otherwise
notified. Notification of illness or non-attendance of a session should be made to the relevant
module tutor (see Section 1.2 for the contact details of the relevant member of staff) or the
Course Leader as a part of your professional conduct. All exceptional requests for leave of
absence must be made to the Course Leader. Non-authorised extended periods of absence
will require a doctor’s note (over three days).
You must remember that the University has a responsibility to keep information up to date.
Please inform us immediately of any change of address. The School has an additional
responsibility to monitor the attendance of some international students under the Visas and
Immigration (UKVI) Points Based System (PBS) system. For these students they MUST
attend their course of study regularly; under PBS, UCLan is obliged to tell UKVI if you

withdraw from a course, defer or suspend your studies, or if you fail to attend the course
regularly. Students can monitor their attendance record through myUCLan.

Photograph Wayne Daniel (2014)

3. Approaches to teaching and learning
3.1 Learning and teaching methods
Different areas of photography require different approaches to help you learn. Some parts of
the course will be delivered with you taking part in live workshop sessions with staff or the
demonstrator. Here you will learn how to use equipment, understand about the Health &
Safety implications of practice and as you gain in confidence and understanding, you will
learn to use the facilities to explore and problem solve. Other parts of the course are
classroom based. These can vary from lectures to small group based seminar sessions or
critiques. Here you will discuss ideas, approaches, key texts or review shows or
photographic work. They will involve you with the contemporary ideas of the medium and
help you to gain an awareness of the different areas of the discipline and how they are
dominated by very different ideas, ethics and codes of practice. Students in these may be
expected to do pre-reading for many of the seminar classes. Other sessions will require you
to your develop work to discuss in class. The course also offers a number of live projects
where students will apply their skills in real world industry contexts. These will vary from
semester to semester and year to year. Your course leader will keep you informed of the
opportunities.

3.2 Study skills
Study Skills - ‘Ask Your Librarian’
https://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/support/study/it_library_trainer.php
You can book a one to one session with a subject Librarian via Starfish. These sessions will
help with questions such as “My lecturer says I need a wider variety of sources in my
references, what do I do?"
"I need to find research articles, where do I start?"
"How do I find the Journal of ...?"
"How do I use RefWorks?”
Study skills are very important for your life here at UCLan. Your Academic Advisor will be
guiding you through the range of support opportunities at the university, including WISER
(Walk In Study Enhancement through Review). This is a service that can help you adapting

to life at the university as well as helping you organise yourself. They offer a wide range of
non-subject specific study support and advice.

www.uclan.ac.uk/students/study/wiser/index.php

3.3 Learning resources
3.3.1 Learning and Information Services (LIS)
The best place to start when exploring the Library resources available to you is;
•
Your ‘Subject Guide’ can be found in the Library Resources
•
Your ‘My Library’ tab in the Student Portal
•
Library search
Extensive resources are available to support your studies provided by LIS through Blackboard.
Please consult your module tutor to see how this facility will be used in their module.
3.3.2 Electronic Resources
LIS provide access to a huge range of electronic resources – e-journals and databases, ebooks, images and texts. This is a key resource for research and one that will becoming
increasingly important as the course progresses. I personally recommend that students
explore the wide range of electronic material available through the library.
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/library/online_resources.php
Discovery - Discovery is a single-search tool for finding books and journals from a wide range
of Library subscribed resources. It provides a Google-type experience that requires minimal
skill or expertise and is an excellent way to explore what may be in the e-journals
(http://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/library/discovery_resource.php). Well recommended.
E-brary Academic Complete - is a collection of over 70,000 e-books from a range of
publishers and covering most subject areas. It’s an easy way to access material at home on
a wide range of subjects (http://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/library/ebrary.php).
Sage Research Methods On-line - SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool
created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. It contains
content from more than 640 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire
“Little Green Book,” and Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of
journal articles, and newly commissioned videos. It is an excellent research resource for you
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/library/sage_research_methods_online.php.

3.4 Personal development planning
An undergraduate award is an important platform through which to achieve vital skills,
opportunities or contacts to develop your career. At UCLan we place great importance upon
your personal, academic and professional development. We formalise part of this process
within your programme of study. Your Academic Advisor will also spend time with you
throughout your course helping you to ensure that your programme of study is aligned with
your professional ambitions. Please make sure to contact them at least once a semester. It is
important however you recognise that you are ultimately responsible for your own
development. We will provide you with many opportunities to develop your skills, but it is
crucial that you take these opportunities and that you utilise your time at university wisely.
What is PDP?
Personal Development Planning is a supported and structured process to help you understand
more about how you learn and what you learn. It encourages you to review, plan and take
responsibility for your own learning to improve your personal, educational and career
development.

How will it help you?
Personal Development Planning provides you with opportunities to reflect on what you are
learning on the course and during your time at university. It will help you identify your strengths
and weaknesses, and develop your own strategies to further improve your performance. It
gives you a framework to record your activities and actions and forms the basis for career
development by providing evidence of the wide range of skills and experiences that are sought
by employers, which will aid your advancement in the workplace.

3.5 Preparing for your Career
Your future is important to us, so to make sure that you achieve your full potential whilst at
university and beyond, your course has been designed with employability learning integrated
into it. This is not extra to your undergraduate degree, but an important part of it, which will
help you to show future employers just how valuable your award is. These “Employability
Essentials” take you on a journey of development that will help you to write your own
personal story of your time at university:
•
•
•

To begin with, you will explore your identity, your likes and dislikes, the things that
are important to you and what you want to get out of life.
Later, you will investigate a range of options including jobs and work experience,
further postgraduate study and self- employment,
You will then be ready to learn how to successfully tackle the recruitment process.

We have also supplied a module specifically designed for you to coordinate you professional
portfolio in line with future employment needs. PH4011 will require you to reflect on your
future after the course and to coordinate your work so it is in line with your industries
expectations and standards.
Careers offers a range of support for you including:
•
•
•

career and employability advice and guidance appointments
support to find work placements, internships, voluntary opportunities, part-time
employment and live projects
workshops, seminars, modules, certificates and events to develop your skills

Whilst not providing training in specific photography jobs, the course is consciously designed
to instil skills and working practices that will be the foundations for you seeking work in
photography and the creative industries.
Skills that are related to employment that the course teaches include:
•
•
•
•

The ability to evaluate ideas, work in progress and final work, in terms of quality,
appropriateness, and potential for further development
Key technical practices in photography
Industry and client expectations of presentation
Adaptability and resourcefulness.

Perhaps most crucially, the course aims to instil a sense that quality work can and should be
aspired to. Although the professional world of photography is very competitive, previous
graduates have an excellent record of finding work in a number of direct or related fields.
The module tutors have industry experience in their various fields and have much practical
advice and insight to offer.
Areas where graduates have gone on to find work include photography, photojournalism and
documentary areas, editorial work, photographic arts, and fashion photography. A number of

students have also gone on to further study. This course provides a strong basis for
independent practice either outside or within the graduate’s chosen career.
It’s your future: take charge of it!

Photograph Grace Cappe (2014)

4. Student Support
Information on the support available is at: https://www.uclan.ac.uk/students/
UCLan provides a comprehensive support network for all student needs including: Academic
supervisors, student representatives as well as the module leaders and the Course Leader.
Careers advice, Loans, Disabilities Study Skills, Overseas student support, Specialist
Counselling services (see below). The University also has on campus a crèche facility. The
'i' is a central Student Information Centre and your first point of contact. Counselling
Support – If you are experiencing personal problems UCLan also offer a great counselling
service. Counselling Service – Foster Building 119 ext. 2572.

4.1 Academic Advisors
Your Academic Advisor is the first point of contact for a wide range of academic, personal,
administrative and practical issues. They may not have all the answers but should be able to
re-direct you appropriately. Their primary aim is to support you in your studies. The aim of
Academic Advisor Support is to enhance the quality of your overall experience at UCLan and
will aim to be supportive, helpful and try to understand your point of view.
You will be allocated an academic Advisor and must see them when requested. Feel free to
see them at other times should you want to. All students are allocated to members of the
course team; New students will be allocated at enrolment to a member of staff in one of their
departments / schools. Most staff offer an appointments system either by email or by a list on
their door.
What will your Academic Advisor do?
• offer academic advice throughout the year
• monitor your attendance, progress and attainment through the year
• help you assess your progress
• advise on issues such as placement choices
• in some instances, your academic supervisor may refer you to the course, module or
programme leader for clarification of detailed academic problems
• offer personal support, referring you to relevant University support services where
appropriate
• advise you in the context of any disciplinary matters.
What are you expected to do?
• make sure you know who your academic Advisor is

•
•
•
•
•
•

put a big ring around them (now!) in the previous section of this handbook
make sure you know where their office is and how to contact them
make sure they know you and have your current email address
make use of your academic advisor
watch out for emails, notices and memos asking you to make appointments or attend
meetings with them
turn up for meetings and/or respond to requests for information.

You must meet with your Academic supervisor at least once every semester and should meet
with them more often. They are also available to help with any problems you may have at any
stage during the year. Your Academic advisor is there to provide you with support and
guidance during your course. They will be unable to do so if you do not take the time and
effort to meet and discuss your progress with them.

4.2 Students with disabilities
If you have a disability that may affect your studies, please either contact the Disability
Advisory Service - disability@uclan.ac.uk - or let one of the course team know as soon as
possible. In photography our disability officer is David Dennison. If you need to contact Dave
please e-mail him at DDennison@uclan.ac.uk with your agreement information will be
passed on to the Disability Advisory Service. The University will make reasonable
adjustments to accommodate your needs and to provide appropriate support for you to
complete your study successfully.

Assessment arrangements for students with a disability
Arrangements are made for students who have a disability/learning difficulty for which valid
supporting evidence can be made available. Contact the Disability Adviser for advice and
information, disability@uclan.ac.uk.
4.3 Students’ Union
The Students’ Union offers thousands of volunteering opportunities ranging from
representative to other leadership roles. We also advertise paid work and employ student
staff on a variety of roles. You can find out more information on our website:
http://www.uclansu.co.uk/

5. Assessment
Please note that all modules will be assessed. You are expected to attempt all required
assessments for each module for which you are registered, and to do so at the times
scheduled unless authorised extensions, special arrangements for disability, or extenuating
circumstances allow you to defer your assessment. If you are unsure consult your module
tutor.

5.1 Assessment Strategy
There are no exams for BA Photography but each module that you undertake commits you to
a certain amount of work and to producing evidence of study by set deadlines. Part of the
learning process is the recognition that meeting deadlines involves realistic planning and
setting achievable targets (see notes below on deadlines).
Your work in the BA will be driven by assignments and exercises, the details of which will be
supplied to you in written form. Please read all the assignment briefs closely; they state clearly
what you should aim to achieve, what you will be assessed on and our criteria for assessing.
Assignments will include a list of the assessment criteria that we use to arrive at your mark –

always make sure you have read and understood these. Staff will explain these to you as each
assignment is given out. If in doubt please consult your Module tutor.
The minimum tangible evidence of your study is also listed for practical modules – if this is not
met your work will be given a fail grade. Consult your Module tutor if you are unsure of any
detail.
Assignments have carefully designated learning outcomes and your work will be aimed at
meeting these. You cannot pass a module unless you can demonstrate that you have
met the learning outcomes. For BA the pass level is 40% (see Generic Grading Criteria for
Assessed Work below).
After each assignment, we will give you feedback so that you have an indication of your
progress. We aim to supply you this within 15 days of submitting it.

GRADING CRITERIA FOR PRACTICAL WORK
Grade
Class 1
(Outstanding)

70%

Development

Self -Evaluation

Management

Technical

Presentation

Finished work

-Extensive
development
through research
of wide range of
sources including
current practice
-Clearly laid out
-All significant
problems /issues
addressed and
largely/fully

-A number of ideas put
forward, tested and
evaluated
-Demonstration of very
high level of
evaluation of stages of
development
-Successful evaluation
of development and
final work, using
contextual knowledge

-Evidence of
excellent
planning of time
and resources,
maximising
potential quality
of the project
-Work produced
by the deadline

-Excellent use of
available resources
-Very high level of
awareness of
appropriate
techniques
-Techniques applied
to subject matter in
innovative way

-Excellent
presentation of
research and
final work.
-Standard of
finished work
enhanced by
quality of
presentation

-Work shows
distinctive level of
creativity and
originality,
-Possibly innovative
use of chosen
medium
-Finished work of
standard appropriate
for public exhibition /
distribution, given

Class 2/i
(Above
average)
60-69%

Class 2/ii
(Average)
50-59%

Class 3
(Below
Average)
41-49%

Unclassified
Degree
40%

Fail
< 39%

resolved

and critical models
appropriate to level of
study

-High level of
development.
Extensive
research of
sources including
current practice
-Most significant
critical issues
addressed and
largely resolved
-Clearly laid out

-A number of ideas put
forward, tested and
evaluated
-Demonstration of
good level of
evaluation of
development
-Mainly successful
evaluation of
development and final
work, using contextual
knowledge and some
critical models
appropriate to level
-Ideas put forward,
some testing and
evaluation
-Adequate to good
levels of evaluation of
stages of development
-Evaluation successful
to some degree, but
with lower level of
contextual and critical
knowledge
-Few ideas put
forward, not fully
evaluated and tested
-Some evaluation of
stages of development
and final work
-Lower awareness of
contextual and critical
knowledge appropriate
to level of study

-Reasonable level
of development.
Adequate
research including
some current
practice
- Awareness of
some significant
critical issues;
-Clearly laid out
-Some level of
development
through limited
research
-Many significant
critical issues not
addressed
-Development laid
out sketchily

-Evidence of
enough
development to
meet assignment
outcomes, but
very limited
sources.
-Few significant
critical issues
addressed
-Not clearly
presented.
-Insufficient
evidence of
research
necessary to
meet assignment
outcomes
- Most/all
significant critical
issues not
addressed
-Not clearly
presented

- Very limited range of
ideas put forward
- Very limited
evaluation of
development and final
ideas
- Low level of
awareness of
contextual and critical
knowledge

- No or few ideas put
forward, possibly one
idea relied on
throughout the project
- Little or no evidence
of evaluation and
testing of ideas
- Very low level of
awareness of
contextual and critical
knowledge

available resources

-Evidence of very
good planning of
time and
resources,
greatly benefiting
the quality of the
project
-Work produced
by the deadline

-Very good use of
available resources
-High level of
awareness of
appropriate
techniques
-Techniques applied
to subject matter in
good to high level

-Very good
presentation of
research and
work.
-Standard of
finished work
enhanced by
quality of
presentation

-Work shows high
level of creativity and
originality,
-Critically good to
excellent use of
chosen medium
-Finished work of
standard appropriate
for public exhibition /
distribution, given
available resources

-Evidence of
adequate/good
planning. Quality
of work not
impaired by bad
planning
-Work produced
by the deadline

-Available resources
used adequately to
well
-Adequate to good
level of awareness
of appropriate
techniques
-Techniques applied
to subject matter
adequately

- Adequate to
good
presentation of
research and
final work.

-Some planning
of time and
resources, but
not well
managed,
leading to some
loss of quality of
final work
-Work possibly
finished after
deadline
-Poor planning of
time and
management of
resources leading
to significant loss
of quality of
finished work
-Work possibly
finished after
deadline

-Available resources
not used to
maximise potential
of project
-Lower level of
awareness of
appropriate
techniques
-Techniques not
applied well, some
inappropriate
-Poor use of
available techniques
-Awareness of
appropriate
techniques, but at
low level
-Mostly
poor/inappropriate
use of techniques

-Adequate to
poor presentation
of work, possibly
with evidence of
careless finishing
-Standard work
may be impaired
by presentation

-Average
creativity/originality
-Critically adequate
to good use of
chosen medium
-Finished work of
reasonable standard,
needing further
development for
public exhibition /
distribution
-Some level of
creativity, but partly
derivative of existing
work
-Chosen medium not
used to good effect
-Little potential for
public distribution /
exhibition

-Poor
presentation of
work, evidence of
hurried finishing
- Standard of
finished work
impaired by
quality of
presentation

-Low level of
creativity, largely
derivative of existing
work
-Chosen medium
used inappropriately
or very poorly
-Finished work with
very little potential for
public distribution /
exhibition

-Very poor
planning of time
and management
of resources
leading to major
loss of quality of
finished work
-Work possibly
finished after
deadline

-Very poor use of
available resources
and techniques
-Little awareness of
appropriate
techniques
-Very
poor/inappropriate
use of techniques

-Very poor
presentation of
work, evidence of
careless finishing
-Standard of
work seriously
impaired by
presentation

-Very low level of
creativity, highly
derivative of existing
work
-Chosen medium
used poorly
-Finished work
without potential for
public distribution /
exhibition

Photograph Adam Hutt (2014)

GRADING CRITERIA FOR WRITTEN WORK
Grade

Class 1
(Outstanding)

70%

Class 2/i
(Above average)

Relevance

Knowledge

Analysis

Argument &
Structure

Originality

Presentation

Directly relevant
to the title; able to
address also the
implications,
assumptions, and
nuances of the
title

Makes effective
use of an excellent
knowledge and
thorough
understanding of
relevant material

A substantial
knowledge of
relevant material,
showing a clear
grasp of themes,
questions and
issues

A very well-written
answer with standard
spelling and syntax,
in a lucid and
resourceful style,
and with appropriate
format and
bibliographical
apparatus
Well written, with
standard spelling
and syntax, in a
readable style with
acceptable format
and bibliographical
apparatus

Some attempt to
address the title:
may drift away
from the question
or theme of the
title in less
focused passages

Adequate
knowledge of a fair
range of relevant
material, with
intermittent
evidence of an
appreciation of its
significance

Some analytical
treatment, but may
be prone to
description, or to
narrative, which
lacks clear
analytical purpose

Some significant
degree of
irrelevance to the
title is common

Basic
understanding of a
limited range of
material

Largely descriptive
or narrative, with
little evidence of
analytical skill

Coherent and
logically
structured,
making creative
use of an
appropriate mode
of argument
and/or theoretical
model(s)
Generally
coherent and
logically
structured, using
an appropriate
mode of
argument and/or
theoretical
model(s)
Some attempt to
construct a
coherent
argument, but
may suffer loss of
focus and
consistency, with
issues at stake
stated only
vaguely, or
theoretical
model(s)
couched in
simplistic terms
A basic argument
may be evident,
but tends to be
supported by
assertion only
and lack clarity
and coherence

Distinctive work
showing
independent
thought and
critical
engagement with
alternative views

Directly relevant
to the title

A very good
analysis of the
evidence,
arguments or other
material under
consideration,
resulting in clear
and illuminating
conclusions
Good analysis,
clear and orderly

Relevance to the
title may be very
intermittent; the
topic may be
reduced to its
vaguest and least
challenging terms

A limited
understanding of a
narrow range of
material

Heavy
dependence on
description, and/or
on paraphrase, is
common

Little evidence of
coherent
argument: lacks
development and
may be repetitive
or thin

Outright
irrelevance to the
title

Lack of the basic
knowledge
necessary for an
understanding of
the topic

Inadequate and
often inaccurate
description and
paraphrase

No evidence of
coherent
argument or
structure

60-69%

Class 2/ii
(Average)
50-59%

Class 3
(Below Average)
41-49%

Unclassified
Degree
40%

Fail
< 39%

May contain
some distinctive
or independent
thinking: may
begin to
formulate an
independent
position
Sound work
which expresses
a personal
position only in
broad terms and
in uncritical
conformity to one
or more standard
views of the topic

Competently written,
with only minor
lapses from standard
syntax and spelling,
with acceptable
format and
bibliographical
apparatus

Largely
derivative; no
personal view is
adequately
formulated

Rather poorly
written, with
significant
deficiencies in
expression, format or
bibliographical
apparatus that may
pose obstacles for
the reader
Numerous
deficiencies in
expression and
presentation; the
writer may achieve
clarity (if at all) only
by using a simplistic
or repetitious style
Substantially garbled
and negligently
presented

Almost wholly
derivative: the
writer's
contribution
rarely goes
beyond
simplifying
paraphrase
No evidence of
personal thought:
cursory
paraphrase or
quotation of
others

5.2 Notification of assignments and examination arrangements
Notification of all assessment including deadlines for submission and how it should be
submitted will be found in your Module Information Pack, which you will receive at the start of
your module. You will also be able to find all assignments and the related Module Information
Packs through each modules Blackboard page.
Collection of Work after End of Year Assignment
Most work will be returned in the crits / feedback sessions held throughout the semester. Other
work may be returned later if it is vital for the External Examiner to verify marks and procedure.
If the School has held onto work we require students to collect work at the start of the new
semester. Due to limitations on space we will be forced to dispose of any work that has not
been collected within the first three weeks of the new semester.

Submission of Work to External Bodies
We highly recommend that students enter as many competitions as possible. This will help
raise your profile within the industry, which you are hoping to enter after you leave and help
you to understand the quality needed by the professional market.

5.3 Referencing
You will be expected to use the Harvard referencing system. There will be details of the
specific version given out in your classes.

5.4 Confidential material
Ethical Issues Statement
In the experience of the course team it is very seldom that problems around ethical issues
arise from student work. We hope that a wide diversity of issues and opinions will be
addressed by students on the course, and as a general principle we welcome work that looks
at ideas and content which do not appear in mainstream media for various reasons. We do
not wish to impose a culture of self-censorship. However, the following is a broad outline of
what may constitute ethically unacceptable work and how it will be dealt with.
In lectures and seminars, there will be times when lecturers and students will wish to discuss,
and therefore look at, work that some may find offensive; this may include for example, violent,
pornographic or racist material. The policy in this situation is that if such work is to be shown,
the person showing it should make the group aware of the nature of the material and give an
opportunity for anyone who wishes, to leave the lecture room until afterwards. All students
should feel free to exercise their right to not be exposed to potentially offensive material, and
equally, to take responsibility if they choose to stay.
In the case of practical projects where potentially offensive material is produced, the above
guidelines should be followed in group discussions and crits of the work. Where it is proposed
that the work is to be exhibited, the course team will take a decision on if and how this will
occur. In some cases this may involve displaying the work with a warning about the content of
the work in a space where it cannot be accidentally be seen by children. Where there is a
question about the legality of the work, the course team may veto the display of the work.
Where potentially offensive issues are raised, each case will be discussed with the student
and considered by the course team. Cases may be referred to the Head of School for a final
decision. It is recognised that to address sensitive issues, work that some may find offensive
will be produced; however, work that offends for no clear discursive reason may be withheld
from public display. The University’s Mission statement and Equal Opportunities policy will be
particularly referred to in any cases that arise.
Ethical Approval:
It is University and School procedure that postgraduate student work be submitted to the
appropriate ethics' committee for approval where there are potential ethical concerns. This is
a two-phase process. The first phase involves submitting a coherent, detailed proposal of the
work to be undertaken to the course tutor; the course tutor reviews the proposed work
against the ethics checklist and is able to approve the work if there are clearly no ethical
concerns. The work can then be undertaken but may require re-submission if the project
subsequently changes. The second phase involves submitting a coherent, detailed proposal
of the work to be undertaken to the relevant ethics' committee if the course tutor finds that
there may be ethical concerns or in most cases when project work involves research (other
than academic, literature-review research). The role of the ethics' committee is to be
supportive, vested with the authority to approve proposals; set recommendations that can be
taken on board at the discretion of the course tutor and/ or student before the work is

undertaken (for example: clarifying the intended meaning of certain terms); set ethical
conditions that must be met before the work is undertaken (for example: it may be necessary
to gain consent from individuals to be photographed/ filmed); or reject proposals upon the
basis that they are unethical and cannot be rendered ethical. Phase one or two (as
appropriate) must be satisfactorily completed before the proposed work can be undertaken
but we are confident that students will find the ethical approval process to be both supportive
and educational, providing valuable knowledge and experience with professional structures
and procedures.
5.5 Cheating, plagiarism, collusion or re-presentation
Please refer to the information included in section 6.6 of the University Student Handbook for
full definitions. The University uses an online Assessment Tool called Turnitin. A pseudoTurnitin assignment will be set up using the School space on Blackboard to allow students to
check as many drafts as the system allows before their final submission to the ‘official’
Turnitin assignment. Students are required to self-submit their own assignment on Turnitin
and will be given access to the Originality Reports arising from each submission. In
operating Turnitin, Schools must take steps to ensure that the University’s requirement for all
summative assessment to be marked anonymously is not undermined and therefore Turnitin
reports should either be anonymised or considered separately from marking. Turnitin may
also be used to assist with plagiarism detection and collusion, where there is suspicion about
individual piece(s) of work.
5.6 How do I know that my assessed work had been marked fairly?
Assessment is an integral part of the course. Module staff work closely together to design
assessments, agree the marking criteria and approve final versions of assessments to
ensure that these are appropriate. The criteria for assessment will be communicated to you
clearly during the module teaching.
All module staff engage in development and training in assessment, marking and feedback.
Once the assessments have been completed the module team will discuss the assessment
methods and marking criteria, prior to starting to mark, so that there is a common
understanding of what is expected of students. All assessed modules have moderation built
into the marking process. Moderation involves sampling students’ assessed work to make
sure that the learning outcomes and agreed marking criteria have been interpreted and
applied in the same way. This ensures that you and your fellow students are treated
equitably and that the academic standards are applied consistently. During the marking
process the module leader will co-ordinate moderation to ensure that at least 10% of
assessed work (or a minimum of three pieces) has been reviewed by other markers and any
concerns about consistency or accuracy addressed with the whole module team. Your work
may or may not be part of this sample, but the processes for developing assessments and
marking criteria as well as moderation mean that you can be confident that teaching staff are
marking assessments to the same criteria. Module teams may then use feedback from
moderation to improve clarity about the nature and purpose of future assessment, or to
make changes if required.
Modules are also moderated externally. The module leader will arrange for the external
examiner to receive a sample of work for review and comment. External examiners cannot
change individual grades, but can act as ‘critical friends’ and confirm that marking standards
are in line with other, similar courses in the sector. If, on reviewing the sample, external
examiners feel that the marking criteria have not been applied consistently the work of the
whole cohort will be reviewed.

6. Classification of Awards
The University publishes the principles underpinning the way in which awards and results
are decided in Academic Regulations. Decisions about the overall classification of awards

are made by Assessment Boards through the application of the academic and relevant
course regulations. It is based on the Average Percentage Mark (APM).

7. Student Feedback
You can play an important part in the process of improving the quality of this course through
the feedback you give. In the past students have helped shape anything from assessment
styles to the introduction of field trips. The whole new course structure originally came from
discussions with students, as did many of the changes to modules.
In addition to the on-going discussion with the course team throughout the year, there is a
range of mechanisms such as the Staff Student Liaison Meeting (SSLM) and Exit Interviews
for you to feedback about your experience of teaching and learning. We aim to respond to
your feedback and let you know of our plans for improvement.

7.1 Student Staff Liaison Committee Meetings (SSLC)
The purpose of a SSLC meeting is to provide the opportunity for course representatives to
feedback to staff about the course, the overall student experience and to inform
developments, which will improve future courses. These meetings are normally scheduled
once per semester. Students are asked to elect a new representative each year through a
democratic vote. Students will be given time in sessions each semester to discuss issues
and ideas to use at the Committee meetings. In turn representatives will feedback to
students what has been decided

.
Photography by Bart Staszowski (2014)

8. Appendices
8.1 Programme Specification(s)
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE

Programme Specification

1. Awarding Institution / Body

University of Central Lancashire

2. Teaching Institution

University of Central Lancashire – Preston campus

3. University Department/Centre

Art, Design and Fashio

4. External Accreditation

None

5. Title of Final Award

BA (Hons) Photography

6. Modes of Attendance offered

Full-time / Part-time

7. UCAS Code

WP6H BA/MPP Route A
EP63 BA/MPP Route B
Art & Design

8. Relevant Subject
Benchmarking Group(s)
9. Other external influences

n/a

10. Date of production/revision of
this form

April 2016

11. Aims of the Programme
Programme Aims
•
•
•

•
•

To develop in students the ability to produce innovative work of high quality with an awareness
of professional level requirements and expectations
To provide a course that combines an arts based approach with the development in practical
work of critical, technical and transferable skills that will be of great benefit to graduates
seeking work in photography and related industries
To provide a flexible course that will enable students to initially acquire experience of studying
photography in a range of contexts, to help identify their particular strengths and interests, and
to offer, at higher levels, the opportunity to develop one area in sufficient depth to provide a
sound grounding for professional and/or postgraduate work
To further provide a sound grounding in social and critical issues around photography which
will both underpin post-university work and equip those wishing to continue postgraduate study
To develop transferable skills of self evaluation, independent research and project
management and development

12. Learning Outcomes, Teaching, Learning and Assessment Methods

A. Knowledge and Understanding
A1 Discuss a range of historical and contemporary critical debates around photography
A2 Demonstrate an understanding of the course requirements in terms of research, development and
evaluation of work.
A3 Show an understanding of a range of critical debates around narrative photography
A4 Have an understanding of key terms appropriate to the photography
A5 Examine a range of major critiques and theories that underpin contemporary photography
A6 To understand the ideas of key theorists and apply their ideas to their own case studies.
A7 Demonstrate an awareness of a range of concepts and subjects relating to contemporary
photographic practice
A8 Create professional level photographic work in practical and critical terms
Teaching and Learning Methods
Across all modules and at all levels teaching and learning are synthesised from a variety of learning
activities and opportunities. At level 4 it is characterised by a knowledge of the history and background of
practice and practitioners. At level 5 a variety of teaching and learning methods are synthesised across
all modules. Knowledge and Understanding at level 6 is characterised by a synthesis of the relationships
between theory and practice, intention and technical realisation.
Learning situations include:
• Lectures
• Seminars and discussion groups
• Practical tutor – led workshops
• Group tutorials and verbal feedback
• One – to – one tutorials and written feedback
• Study visits
• Workshops
• Practical work
• Individual tutorials
• Technical induction
• Peer review
Assessment methods
Assessment occurs through the application of knowledge and theory within practical activities, essays,
presentations and workbooks.
•
Practical work
•
Research and development work
•
Presentations
•
Written assignments
B. Subject-specific skills
B1 Research, develop and evaluate a project idea, and carry out the production work needed to resolve
the idea
B2 Use a range of aesthetic approaches to making photographic images
B3 Demonstrate a range of skills in the production and presentation of photographic work
B4 Demonstrate a range of skills in digital photography and image production
B5 Demonstrate a range of technical skills needed for photographic work
B6 Demonstrate a range of technical skills in analogue photography
B7 Apply an understanding of context and captioning and how it affects meaning.
B8 Undertake studio briefs, including designing, planning and executing projects
B9 Demonstrate skills in the use of professional equipment
B10 Experiment with forms, conventions and content, and demonstrate an awareness of the possibilities
of presenting photographic images, both as prints and digitally
B11 Develop critical and practical skills on completion of an appropriate project
B12 Formulate appropriate research questions and employ appropriate methods and resources for
exploring those questions
B13 Experiment with and develop a range of techniques to allow students to reflect on their own practice
B14 Independently produce a body of work potentially suitable for public exhibition / distribution
B15 Create work with a developed understanding of the medium of photography in technical, contextual
and critical terms

B16 Demonstrate the ability to extend an argument and show a substantial degree of critical judgment
with respect to the topic being researched and written about
B17 Demonstrate an ability to produce a sustained piece of writing using appropriate scholarly
apparatus and conventions
B18 Undertake appropriate research using both primary and secondary source material
B19 Demonstrate an ability to originate and plan an appropriate academic project
Teaching and Learning Methods
Practical study occurs within
•
Analysis of contemporary and historical practice
•
Workshops
•
Practical work
•
Lecture/demonstrations
•
Exhibitions
•
Self-reflection and peer group evaluation.
•
Development work
•
Lectures
•
Seminars and tutorials
•
Self-reflection and peer group evaluation.
•
Exhibitions/publications
Assessment methods
At this level the following activities are used for assessment:
•
module file
•
research and development work
•
fi At this level the following activities are used for assessment:
•
Practical work
•
Research and development work
•
Exhibitions work
•
Presentations
C. Thinking Skills at level 4
C1 Use a range of research methods, and to identify which is most appropriate for a particular task
C2 Apply an understanding of narrative photography to a series of photographic images
C3 Recognise and apply practically key concepts that relate to photography
C4 Distinguish and interpret critical issues in a range of images
C5 Research, develop and evaluate ideas independently
C6 Evaluate practical work with a strong contextual awareness
C7 Apply ideas about photography to a written and spoken critique of the work of contemporary
practitioners
C8 Analyse and evaluate photographic works
C9 Discuss the variety of ways in which photography has been employed in society in the twentieth
century
C10 Discuss how meaning is produced and constructed within photographic images.
C11 Demonstrate the ability to undertake critical reflection on their learning processes
C12 Generate, develop and evaluate ideas independently
C13 Use appropriate critical, analytical, theoretical or methodological approaches to a chosen topic
Teaching and Learning Methods
Thinking skills within this course are the intellectual qualities related to cognitive ability through the
acquisition of critical and contextual knowledge. The application of these qualities occurs in all teaching
and learning situations and at this level these are focussed upon the stating of ideas from one or more
contexts using specialist vocabulary and critical language.
Thinking skills within this course are the intellectual qualities related to cognitive ability through the
acquisition of critical and contextual knowledge. The application of these qualities occurs in all teaching
and learning situations and at this level these are focussed upon the analysis of original work in a variety
of contexts. At this level it is expected that students should demonstrate a critical understanding of the
content and ideas that exist within a wide range of works.

Thinking skills within this course are the intellectual qualities related to cognitive ability through the
acquisition of critical and contextual knowledge. The application of these qualities occur in all teaching
and learning situations and at this level these are focussed upon the evaluation of critical ideas within a
variety of contexts and the ability to create original product. At this level it is expected that students should
apply techniques that define the thinking performer and the reflective practitioner.
Assessment methods
At this level the following activities are used for assessment:
•
Module files
•
Presentations
•
Written assignments
•
Practical work
•
Presentations
D. Other skills relevant to employability and personal development at level 4
D1 Demonstrate a range of skills in the presentation of work
D2 Identify their own study needs, and develop strategies for dealing with these
D3 Use key academic study skills, and demonstrate an awareness of the help and support available.
D4 Demonstrate self-awareness in relation to their future careers and lives
D5 Plan and manage time in the production of photographic work
D6 Demonstrate group skills in the planning and execution of a complex brief in a limited time scale
D7 Demonstrate insight into industry expectation of skills levels and professional behaviour
D8 Research possible career opportunities and prepare appropriate planning and application
documentation to meet their goals
D9 Demonstrate an ability to work independently on a sustained piece of academic work
D10 Create work with professional level standards of production and presentation within resource
constraints
D11 Independently research a chosen area of the photographic industry in depth and breadth from
secondary and, where appropriate, primary sources
D12 Respond actively to guidance and feedback
D13 Demonstrate personal effectiveness in a selection process of your chosen career
Teaching and Learning Methods
The outcomes within this category at level 4 are do with making practical and theoretical learning as
effective and relevant as possible. We expect you to analyse what is required to fully participate in all
learning events and to be an effective group member. Learning at this level will be tutor-dependant but
with guided self-defined learning opportunities.
The outcomes within this category at this level 5 are designed to enhance the transition from study to
workplace. They relate to the ability to administrate, manage and direct. Learning at this level should be
negotiated, perhaps through learning contracts, with students becoming independent of tutors and sharing
learning responsibilities with other group members.
Learning at level 6 should be independent and determined by self-devised goals and stimuli.
Assessment methods
Assessment occurs through the effectiveness of practical and written work and is evaluated through
reference to personal development plans, peer responses and tutor comments.
At this level the following activities are used for assessment:
•
Practical work
•
Research and development work
•
Presentations
•
Written assignments

13. Programme Structures*

14. Awards and Credits*

Level

Module
Code

Level 6

Module Title

Credit
rating

PH3993
PH3010
PH3011
PH3012
PH3013

Compulsory Modules
Dissertation (double)
OR
Extended Research Project
Portfolio Development
Professional Development
Independent Practice
Final Project

PH2004
PH2006
PH2007

Compulsory Modules
Open Practice
Critical Theory
Critical Practices

80
20
20

PH1000
PH1001
PH1003
PH1010
PH1020
PH1200

Compulsory Modules
Introduction to Photography
Photography and Narrative
Photography and the Everyday
The Photographic Image
Experimental Practice
Visualising Ideas

20
20
20
20
20
20

PH3991

Level 5

Level 4

40
40
20
20
20
20

Bachelor Honours Degree
Photography
Requires 360 credits including
a minimum of 220 at Level 5
and above and 100 at Level 6
Bachelor Degree
Photography
Requires 320 credits including
a minimum of 180 at Level 5
and above and 60 at Level 6
HE Diploma Photography
Requires 240 credits including
a minimum of 100 at Level 5

HE Certificate
Requires 120 credits

15. Personal Development Planning
Personal Development Planning (PDP) is a key aspect of the photography course at UCLan. PDP is
integrated within all modules across the course. PDP, through the creation of a personal document
referred to as a Progress File, helps to define and focus student’s educational and professional aims
and goals; it will assist students to consider how they can engage with the learning opportunities the
course offers to achieve personal career and professional objectives.
This course consists of modules with fixed syllabi that together enable students to gain the knowledge
and develop the skills essential if you are to be a successful practitioner. However the course is
designed to allow students to choose or negotiate many aspects of their learning in ways, which are
appropriate to their abilities, learning preferences and vocational intentions. Thus is referred to as a
student-centred learning approach. When coupled with the self-monitoring and evaluation of PDP,
students find that study shifts from a tutor-led/teaching activity to a personally defined learning
experience. This is close to the way many photographers operate and the terms ‘reflective
practitioners’ or ‘thinking artist’ describe the kind of graduate we expect you to become.
16.
Admissions criteria *
(including agreed tariffs for entry with advanced standing)
*Correct as at date of approval. For latest information, please consult the University’s website.
Entry on to this and all other media courses within the programme area is through interview. Additionally
we will normally expect applicants to evidence a number of the following:
GCE ‘A’ Level –260 points. Subjects should normally include at least one of Media Studies,
Photography, Film Studies, or Art.
Advanced GNVQ in an appropriate subject area - at least Merit overall.
BTEC in an appropriate subject area - at least Merit overall.
Open College Stage B in an appropriate subject area - 60% or above
In addition, candidates should normally have GCSE English at grade C or above, or equivalent.

Candidates without the above qualifications, or qualifications in other subject areas, will be
considered provided that there is firm evidence of experience and commitment to at least one of
the main areas of practical study (photography, film/video making, screenwriting, digital imaging
work etc.). At interview a portfolio of previous work in a relevant area will be requested.
Applications from mature candidates will be welcome.
Direct entry into year 2 of the course is possible for candidates who have completed a HND/C in
Photography, Media Production, or other related subject. For this to take place, the applicant
must produce evidence that their previous study meets the relevant first level learning outcomes
for the chosen route.
International Students are required to have passed the International English Language Testing Service
(IELTS) with a minimum of 6.5.
The minimum general entry requirements for the courses within this proposal are the same as for all the
University’s degree programmes (as outlined in the Undergraduate Prospectus). As a broad guide, we
normally expect students to have achieved a tariff of at least 240 points at 'A2' and 'AS' level, BTEC ND,
or GNVQ (level 3) or an equivalent qualification in relevant areas. Equally, we welcome students with
qualifications in other subjects, but who have shown a significant commitment to Photography in a variety
of forms. Equivalent qualifications will be considered towards meeting the general entry requirements.
Applications from individuals with non-standard qualifications, relevant work or life experience will be
equally considered. If you have not studied recently you may be required to undertake an Access
programme. For details of those offered by the University please contact Course Enquiries, tel: 01772
892400.
17. Key sources of information about the programme
•
•
•
•

www.uclan.ac.uk
UCAS/Trottman guides
BA (Hons) Photography factsheet:
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/courses/ba_hons_photography.php
UCLan prospectus

18. Curriculum Skills Map
Please tick in the relevant boxes where individual Programme Learning Outcomes are being assessed
Programme Learning Outcomes

PH1001

Photography and COM
Narrative

PH1010

Photographic
Image

COM

PH1020

Experimental
Photography

COM

PH1200

Visualising Ideas COM

PH1003

Photography and COM
the Everyday

PH2004

Open Practice

COM

PH2006

Critical Theory

COM

x

PH2007

Critical Practices COM

x

PH3991

Dissertation
(double)

COM

x

x

x

x

x

x

PH3993

Extended
COM
Research Project
(double)
Portfolio
COM
Development

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

D13

D12

D11

D10

D9

D8

D7

D6

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

D1
x

Introduction to
Photography

x

C13

C12

C11

C10

C9

C8

C7

x

C6

x

C5

C2

C1

B19

B18

B17

B16

B15

B14

B13

B12

B11

B10

B9

B8

x

C4

x

B7

B6

B5

B4

B3

B2

B1

A8

A7

A6

A5

A4

A3
x

C3

x x

PH1000

PH3010

COM

A2

Module
Title

A1

Module
Code

D5

Other skills relevant to
Employability and personal
development
D4

Thinking Skills

D3

Subject-specific Skills

Understanding

D2

Core (C),
Compulsory

Knowledge and

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

PH3011

Professional
Development

COM

PH3012

Independent
Practice

COM

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

PH3013

Final Project

COM

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

19.
LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR EXIT AWARDS:
A. Learning outcomes for the award of HE Certificate (requires 120 credits at Level 4):
For this Exit Award students should have attained the following learning outcomes:
Knowledge and Understanding:
A1 Discuss a range of historical and contemporary critical debates around photography
A2 Demonstrate an understanding of the course requirements in terms of research, development and
evaluation of work.
A3 Show an understanding of a range of critical debates around narrative photography
A4 Have an understanding of key terms appropriate to the photography
Subject-specific skills:
B1 Research, develop and evaluate a project idea, and carry out the production work needed to
resolve the idea
B2 Use a range of aesthetic approaches to making photographic images
B3 Demonstrate a range of skills in the production and presentation of photographic work
B4 Demonstrate a range of skills in digital photography and image production
B5 Demonstrate a range of technical skills needed for photographic work
B6 Demonstrate a range of technical skills in analogue photography
B7 Apply an understanding of context and captioning and how it affects meaning
Thinking Skills:
C1 Use a range of research methods, and to identify which is most appropriate for a particular task
C2 Apply an understanding of narrative photography to a series of photographic images
C3 Recognise and apply practically key concepts that relate to photography
C4 Distinguish and interpret critical issues in a range of images
Other skills relevant to employability and personal development:
D1 Demonstrate a range of skills in the presentation of work
D2 Identify their own study needs, and develop strategies for dealing with these
D3 Use key academic study skills, and demonstrate an awareness of the help and support available.
D4 Demonstrate self-awareness in relation to their future careers and lives
Learning outcomes for the award of: HE Diploma Photography (requires 240 credits including a
minimum of 100 at Level 5):
Knowledge and Understanding:
A1 Discuss a range of historical and contemporary critical debates around photography
A2 Demonstrate an understanding of the course requirements in terms of research, development and
evaluation of work.
A3 Show an understanding of a range of critical debates around narrative photography
A4 Have an understanding of key terms appropriate to the photography
A5 Examine a range of major critiques and theories that underpin contemporary photography
A6 To understand the ideas of key theorists and apply their ideas to their own case studies.
A7 Demonstrate an awareness of a range of concepts and subjects relating to contemporary
photographic practice
Subject-specific skills:
B1 Research, develop and evaluate a project idea, and carry out the production work needed to
resolve the idea
B2 Use a range of aesthetic approaches to making photographic images
B3 Demonstrate a range of skills in the production and presentation of photographic work
B4 Demonstrate a range of skills in digital photography and image production
B5 Demonstrate a range of technical skills needed for photographic work
B6 Demonstrate a range of technical skills in analogue photography
B7 Apply an understanding of context and captioning and how it affects meaning
B8 Undertake studio briefs, including designing, planning and executing projects
B9 Demonstrate skills in the use of professional equipment
B10 Experiment with forms, conventions and content, and demonstrate an awareness of the
possibilities of presenting photographic images, both as prints and digitally
B11 Develop critical and practical skills on completion of an appropriate project

B12 Formulate appropriate research questions and employ appropriate methods and resources for
exploring those questions
B13 Experiment with and develop a range of techniques to allow students to reflect on their own
practice
Thinking Skills:
C1 Use a range of research methods, and to identify which is most appropriate for a particular task
C2 Apply an understanding of narrative photography to a series of photographic images
C3 Recognise and apply practically key concepts that relate to photography
C4 Distinguish and interpret critical issues in a range of imagesC2.1) Research, develop and evaluate
ideas independently
C5 Evaluate practical work with a strong contextual awareness
C6 Apply ideas about photography to a written and spoken critique of the work of contemporary
practitioners
C7 Analyse and evaluate photographic works
C8 Discuss the variety of ways in which photography has been employed in society in the twentieth
century
C9 Discuss how meaning is produced and constructed within photographic images
Other skills relevant to employability and personal development:
D1 Demonstrate a range of skills in the presentation of work
D2 Identify their own study needs, and develop strategies for dealing with these
D3 Use key academic study skills, and demonstrate an awareness of the help and support available.
D4 Demonstrate self-awareness in relation to their future careers and livesD2.1) Plan and manage
time in the production of photographic work
D5 Demonstrate group skills in the planning and execution of a complex brief in a limited time scale
D6 Demonstrate insight into industry expectation of skills levels and professional behaviour
D7 Research possible career opportunities and prepare appropriate planning and application
documentation to meet their goals
Learning outcomes for the award of: BA Photography
Knowledge and Understanding:
A1 Discuss a range of historical and contemporary critical debates around photography
A2 Demonstrate an understanding of the course requirements in terms of research, development and
evaluation of work.
A3 Show an understanding of a range of critical debates around narrative photography
A4 Have an understanding of key terms appropriate to the photography
A5 Examine a range of major critiques and theories that underpin contemporary photography
A6 To understand the ideas of key theorists and apply their ideas to their own case studies.
A7 Demonstrate an awareness of a range of concepts and subjects relating to contemporary
photographic practice
A8 Create professional level photographic work in practical and critical terms
Subject-specific skills:
B1 Research, develop and evaluate a project idea, and carry out the production work needed to
resolve the idea
B2 Use a range of aesthetic approaches to making photographic images
B3 Demonstrate a range of skills in the production and presentation of photographic work
B4 Demonstrate a range of skills in digital photography and image production
B5 Demonstrate a range of technical skills needed for photographic work
B6 Demonstrate a range of technical skills in analogue photography
B7 Apply an understanding of context and captioning and how it affects meaning
B8 Undertake studio briefs, including designing, planning and executing projects
B9 Demonstrate skills in the use of professional equipment
B10 Experiment with forms, conventions and content, and demonstrate an awareness of the
possibilities of presenting photographic images, both as prints and digitally
B11 Develop critical and practical skills on completion of an appropriate project
B12 Formulate appropriate research questions and employ appropriate methods and resources for
exploring those questions

B13 Experiment with and develop a range of techniques to allow students to reflect on their own
practice
B14 Independently produce a body of work potentially suitable for public exhibition / distribution
B15 Create work with a developed understanding of the medium of photography in technical,
contextual and critical terms
B16 Demonstrate the ability to extend an argument and show a substantial degree of critical judgment
with respect to the topic being researched and written about
Thinking Skills:
C1 Use a range of research methods, and to identify which is most appropriate for a particular task
C2 Apply an understanding of narrative photography to a series of photographic images
C3 Recognise and apply practically key concepts that relate to photography
C4 Distinguish and interpret critical issues in a range of imagesC2.1) Research, develop and evaluate
ideas independently
C5 Evaluate practical work with a strong contextual awareness
C6 Apply ideas about photography to a written and spoken critique of the work of contemporary
practitioners
C7 Analyse and evaluate photographic works
C8 Discuss the variety of ways in which photography has been employed in society in the twentieth
century
C9 Discuss how meaning is produced and constructed within photographic images.
C10 Discuss how meaning is produced and constructed within photographic images.
C11 Demonstrate the ability to undertake critical reflection on their learning processes
Other skills relevant to employability and personal development:
D1 Demonstrate a range of skills in the presentation of work
D2 Identify their own study needs, and develop strategies for dealing with these
D3 Use key academic study skills, and demonstrate an awareness of the help and support available.
D4 Demonstrate self-awareness in relation to their future careers and livesD2.1) Plan and manage
time in the production of photographic work
D5 Demonstrate group skills in the planning and execution of a complex brief in a limited time scale
D6 Demonstrate insight into industry expectation of skills levels and professional behaviour
D7 Research possible career opportunities and prepare appropriate planning and application
documentation to meet their goals

D8 Research possible career opportunities and prepare appropriate planning and application
documentation to meet their goals
D9 Demonstrate an ability to work independently on a sustained piece of academic work
D10 Create work with professional level standards of production and presentation within
resource constraints
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Programme Specification
This Programme Specification provides a concise summary of the main features of the
programme and the learning outcomes that a typical student might reasonably be
expected to achieve and demonstrate if he/she takes full advantage of the learning
opportunities that are provided
1. Awarding Institution / Body

University of Central Lancashire

2. Teaching Institution and
Location of Delivery

Preston City Campus

3. University School/Centre

School of Art, Design and Fashion

4. External Accreditation

N/a

5. Title of Final Award

BA (Hons) Art & Design
(recruiting to BA (Hons) Art and Design
(foundation entry ONLY)

6. Modes of Attendance offered

Full Time

7. UCAS Code
JACS Code

WW12
W100/W200

8. Relevant Subject
Benchmarking Group(s)

Art & Design

9. Other external influences

FHEQ

10. Date of production/revision of
this form

October 2017

11. Aims of the Programme
•
•

To enable individuals from a wide range of educational, social and cultural
backgrounds to develop an awareness of, and access to opportunities and career
possibilities in Art & Design.
To cultivate the ability to transfer learning skills from one to another, thereby
enhancing capacity to respond flexibly to changing circumstances, whether in future
employment of higher level studies.

12. Learning Outcomes, Teaching, Learning and Assessment Methods
Students will be able to :

A. Knowledge and Understanding
A1.

Structure a short essay.

A2.

Demonstrate the importance of research, how to undertake it and how to use it.

A3.

Link the study of Art & Design to the production of it and discuss issues concerned
with the place of Art & Design in Society.

A4.

Identify University library & computing services that have the potential to support
art and design studies.

A5.

Question prejudices and preconceived ideas about the nature of images.

A6.

Critically analyse the context of Art and Design practice.

Teaching and Learning Methods
Lectures
Tutor led sessions
Individual and group tasks
Personal research
Group seminars
Practical and reflective activities
Individual tutorials

Assessment methods
Assessment of these modules is through project work and takes place at the end of each
module. This includes visual and written project work, verbal reports and personal
presentations.
B. Subject-specific skills
B1.

Use drawing in various given situations relevant to their chosen specialism.

B2.

Demonstrate practical experience of the basic elements constituting an image and
its composition.

B3.

Demonstrate a variety of mark making and the positive use of space as a
manipulable drawing element.

B4.

Demonstrate technical skills related to their choice of specialism.

B5.

Use reference visual information relevant to their chosen specialism.

B6.

Demonstrate knowledge and critical awareness of the appropriate cultural context
for Art and Design practice.

Teaching and Learning Methods
Lectures
Tutor led sessions
Individual and group tasks
Personal research
Group seminars
Practical and reflective activities
Individual tutorials

Assessment methods
Assessment of these modules is through project work and takes place at the end of each
module. This includes visual and written project work, verbal reports and personal
presentations.

C. Thinking Skills
C1.

Think and work in 2 & 3 dimensions.

C2.

Utilise the effect of scale and format as controllable elements in the drawing.

C3.

Research and develop a programme of study on an individual basis incorporating
analytical and critical skills.

C4.

Demonstrate appropriate research skills in terms of contemporary practice.

C5.

Develop relationships between analysis, synthesis and implementation of specialist
design ideas and concepts.

Teaching and Learning Methods
Lectures
Health & Safety workshop induction sessions
Tutor led sessions
Individual and group tasks
Personal research
Group seminars
Practical and reflective activities
Individual tutorials

Assessment methods
Assessment of these modules is through project work and takes place at the end of each
module. This includes visual and written project work, verbal reports and personal
presentations.
D. Other skills relevant to employability and personal development
D1.

Demonstrate awareness of the opportunities available in Art & Design at this and, if
appropriate, other institutions.

D2.

Assess their abilities and skills levels relevant to art and design. (Including using
machinery, tools, construction and fixing methods with emphasis on efficient and
safe workshop practice)

D3.

Demonstrate skills in communication

D4.

Demonstrate their application to a specialism

D5.

Present drawings that relate to your chosen specialism

D6.

Demonstrate suitability for further study on a specialist programme at level 4.

D7.

Develop a significant body of professional practice-related research. This will be
with reference to a personal development plan, employability and presentation
skills using verbal or visual means.

Teaching and Learning Methods
Lectures
Tutor led sessions
Individual and group tasks

Personal research
Group seminars
Practical and reflective activities
Individual tutorials

Assessment methods
Assessment of these modules is through project work and takes place at the end of each
module. This includes visual and written project work, verbal reports and personal
presentations.

13. Programme Structures*

14. Awards and Credits*

Level

Module
Code

Module Title

Credit
rating

Level 6

DD3000

Contextual Studies – Design
Futures

20

VI3001

Contemporary Art and
Culture

20

History and Theory 3
AO3005
FQ3001

Cultural and Historical
Studies: Fashion, Textiles,
Culture and Identity

20

AO3037
TI3013

Level 5

DD2000

Exit Award Bachelor Degree
in Art and Design

FA2003

20
20

Contemporary Contextual
Studies
Investigating Contemporary
Art

20

FQ2001

(Architecture)
Critical and Cultural Studies:
Dress, Style and
Communication

Requires 320 credits including
a minimum of 180 at Level 5 or
above and 60 at Level 6.

Exit Award Diploma of
Higher Education in Art and
Design

20

History and Theory 2
AO2005

Requires 360 credits including
a minimum of 220 at Level 5 or
above and 100 at Level 6.

20

Architectural Management
Professional Practice and
Business Awareness

Bachelor Degree with
Honours in Art and Design

20

Requires 240 credits including
a minimum of 100 at Level 5 or
above.

20

The Creative Practitioner
Graphic Communication

Level 4

FA2007

20

GC2000

20

DD1000

Historical Contextual Studies

20

DD1101

Creative Thinking

40

Exit Award Certificate of
Higher Education

FA1012

Idea and Image in Modern
Art

20

AO1005

History and Theory 1
(Architecture)

20

FQ1001

Cultural and Historical
Studies – Introduction to
Design and Culture

20

Level 4
(Year
0)

AZ1010

Drawing and Image making
(Comp)

20

Level 3

AZC012

Art & Design Studies (Comp)

20

(Year
0)

AZC014

Diagnostic Skills (Comp)

40

AZC009

Specialism Skills (Comp)

40

Requires a minimum of 120
credits at Level 4 or above.

Successful completion of
Foundation year entry allows
progression to Year 1 of a
named art and design
programme (see section 16).

Requires 120 credits including
100 at Level 3 and 20 at Level
4.

15. Personal Development Planning

Personal Development Planning (PDP) is a key aspect of the Art & Design course at UCLan.
PDP is integrated within all modules and across the totality of study. PDP, through the creation
of an art and design studies diary, helps you to define and focus your educational and
professional aims and goals; it will assist you to consider how you can engage with the learning
opportunities this course and future courses offer to achieve your personal career and
professional objectives.

This course consists of modules with fixed syllabi that together enable you and your colleagues
to gain the knowledge and develop the skills essential if you are to successfully progress
through the levels of the course. However the course is designed to allow you to choose or
negotiate many aspects of your learning in ways which are appropriate to your abilities,
learning preferences and vocational intentions. Thus is referred to as a student-centred
learning approach. When coupled with the self-monitoring and evaluation of PDP, you find that
study shifts from a tutor-led/teaching activity to a personally-defined learning experience. This
is close to the way many professional artists operate and the terms ‘reflective practitioners’ or
‘thinking artist’ describe the kind of graduate we expect you to become.

16. Admissions criteria *
(including agreed tariffs for entry with advanced standing)
*Correct as at date of approval. For latest information, please consult the University’s website.
Foundation Entry year:
80 points at A2
OCF BTEC Extended Diploma: Merit, Pass, Pass
QCF BTEC Diploma: Merit, Merit
Access to Higher Education: 80 points
International Baccalaureate Diploma: 24 Points
GCSE English at grade C
For students where English is not their first language: IELTS: grade 6 with no subscore
lower than 5.5

Portfolio and individual interview.
In lieu of a portfolio, applicants may complete a project as an alternative demonstration
of ability.

Successful completion of the Foundation entry year also guarantees transfer onto one of the
following programmes:
BSc(Hons) Architecture
BSc(Hons) Architectural Technology
BA(Hons) Interior Design
BA (Hons) Product Design
BA(Hons) Textiles
BA(Hons) Fashion Design
BA(Hons) Fashion Promotion
BA(Hons) Advertising
BA(Hons) Graphic Design
BA(Hons) Fine Art
BA(Hons) Illustration
BA (Hons) Photography

17. Key sources of information about the programme

•
•

http://www.uclan.ac.uk/courses/art-design-fe-route.php
Enquiries: Tel: 01772 892400 email: cenquiries@uclan.ac.uk

18. Curriculum Skills Map
Please tick in the relevant boxes where individual Programme Learning Outcomes are being assessed

Module
Level Code Module Title

Core (C),
Compuls
ory
(COMP)
or Option
(O)

Programme Learning Outcomes

Knowledge and
understanding

3

4

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

AZ1010

Drawing and
Image Making

Comp

AZC014

Diagnostic
Skills

Comp

AZC012

Art & Design
Studies

Comp

AZC009

Specialism
Skills

Comp

Subject-specific
Skills

B1

X

B2

B3

X

X

X

X

Thinking Skills

B4 B5 B6 C1 C2 C3 C4

C5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

X

X

X

Other skills relevant to
employability and personal
development

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D7

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

DD1101

Creative
Thinking

4
DD1000

Historical
Contextual
Studies

Comp

X

X

B1

B2

B3

B4 B5 B6 C1 C2 C3 C4

C5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

D7

X
X

Comp

X

Idea and Image
in Modern Art

FA1012

History and
Theory 1
(Architecture)

Comp

X

AO1005

Cultural and
Historical
Studies –
Introduction to
Design and
Culture

Comp

X

Comp

X

FQ1001

Cultural and
Historical
Studies –

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Introduction to
Design and
Culture

X

5

DD2000

FA2003

Contemporary
Contextual
Studies

Comp

Investigating
Contemporary
Art

Comp

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

History and
Theory 2
AO2005

(Architecture)

Comp

FQ2001

Critical and
Cultural
Studies: Dress,
Style and
Communication Comp

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The Creative
Practitioner
X

Comp

GC2000

Graphic
Communication Comp

DD3000

Contextual
Studies –
Design Futures Comp

X

VI3001

Contemporary
Art and Culture Comp

X

AO3005

History and
Theory 3

Comp

FQ3001

Cultural and
Historical
Studies:
Fashion,
Textiles,
Culture and
Identity

Comp

6

FA2007

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

AO3037

Architectural
Management

TI3013

Professional
Practice and
Business
Awareness

Comp

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Comp

X

X

X

X

X

Note: Mapping to other external frameworks, e.g. professional/statutory bodies, will be included within Student Course Handbooks

19.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR EXIT AWARDS:

For each exit award available, list learning outcomes relating to the knowledge and
understanding, subject specific skills, thinking, other skills relevant to employability and
personal development that a typical student might be expected to gain as a result of
successfully completing each level of a course of study.

For example, for a standard BA/BSc (Hons) award the exit award learning outcomes for
CertHE (Level 4) and DipHE (Level 5), BA/BSc (Level 6) should be included; for a
postgraduate Masters, this would normally be PGDip and PGCert.

Learning outcomes for the award of: Exit Award Certificate of Higher Education in Art
and Design

A1.

Structure a short essay.

A2.

Demonstrate the importance of research, how to undertake it and how to use it.

A3.
Link the study of Art & Design to the production of it and discuss issues concerned
with the place of Art & Design in Society.
A4.
Identify University library & computing services that have the potential to support art
and design studies.
A5.

Question prejudices and preconceived ideas about the nature of images.

A6.

Critically analyse the context of Art and Design practice.

B1.

Use drawing in various given situations relevant to their chosen specialism.

B2.
Demonstrate practical experience of the basic elements constituting an image and its
composition.
B5.

Use reference visual information relevant to their chosen specialism.

C1.

Think and work in 2 & 3 dimensions.

C3.
Research and develop a programme of study on an individual basis incorporating
analytical and critical skills.

C4.

Demonstrate appropriate research skills in terms of contemporary practice.

D1.
Demonstrate awareness of the opportunities available in Art & Design at this and, if
appropriate, other institutions.
D4.

Demonstrate their application to a specialism

D7.

Develop a significant body of professional practice-related research. This will be with
reference to a personal development plan, employability and presentation skills using
verbal or visual means.

Learning outcomes for the award of
Art and Design

A1.

Exit Award Diploma of Higher Education in

Structure a short essay.

A3.
Link the study of Art & Design to the production of it and discuss issues concerned
with the place of Art & Design in Society.
A4.
Identify University library & computing services that have the potential to support art
and design studies.
A5.

Question prejudices and preconceived ideas about the nature of images.

A6.

Critically analyse the context of Art and Design practice.

B1.

Use drawing in various given situations relevant to their chosen specialism.

B3.
Demonstrate a variety of mark making and the positive use of space as a
manipulable drawing element.
B4.

Demonstrate technical skills related to their choice of specialism.

B5.

Use reference visual information relevant to their chosen specialism.

B6.
Demonstrate knowledge and critical awareness of the appropriate cultural context for
Art and Design practice.

C1.

Think and work in 2 & 3 dimensions.

C3.
Research and develop a programme of study on an individual basis incorporating
analytical and critical skills.
C4.

Demonstrate appropriate research skills in terms of contemporary practice.

C5.
Develop relationships between analysis, synthesis and implementation of specialist
design ideas and concepts.

D2.

Assess their abilities and skills levels relevant to art and design. (Including using
machinery, tools, construction and fixing methods with emphasis on efficient and safe
workshop practice)

D3.

Demonstrate skills in communication

D4.

Demonstrate their application to a specialism

D5.

Present drawings that relate to your chosen specialism

D7.
Develop a significant body of professional practice-related research. This will be with
reference to a personal development plan, employability and presentation skills using verbal
or visual means.

Learning outcomes for the award of
Design

Bachelor Degree with Honours in Art and

A1.

Structure a short essay.

A2.

Demonstrate the importance of research, how to undertake it and how to use it.

A3.
Link the study of Art & Design to the production of it and discuss issues concerned
with the place of Art & Design in Society.
A4.
Identify University library & computing services that have the potential to support art
and design studies.
A5.

Question prejudices and preconceived ideas about the nature of images.

B1.

Use drawing in various given situations relevant to their chosen specialism.

B2.
Demonstrate practical experience of the basic elements constituting an image and its
composition.
B3.
Demonstrate a variety of mark making and the positive use of space as a
manipulable drawing element.
B5.

Use reference visual information relevant to their chosen specialism.

B6.
Demonstrate knowledge and critical awareness of the appropriate cultural context for
Art and Design practice.

C1.

Think and work in 2 & 3 dimensions.

C2.

Utilise the effect of scale and format as controllable elements in the drawing.

C3.
Research and develop a programme of study on an individual basis incorporating
analytical and critical skills.
C4.

Demonstrate appropriate research skills in terms of contemporary practice.

C5.
Develop relationships between analysis, synthesis and implementation of specialist
design ideas and concepts.

D1.
Demonstrate awareness of the opportunities available in Art & Design at this and, if
appropriate, other institutions.
D2.

Assess their abilities and skills levels relevant to art and design. (Including using
machinery, tools, construction and fixing methods with emphasis on efficient and safe
workshop practice)

D3.

Demonstrate skills in communication

D7.
Develop a significant body of professional practice-related research. This will be with
reference to a personal development plan, employability and presentation skills using verbal
or visual means.

